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Abstract. Most global constraints maintain a support for their filtering algo-
rithm, namely a tuple consistent with both the constraint and current domains. 
However, this highly valuable information is rarely used outside of the con-
straint. In this paper we define the TV-Break Packing problem (TVBP) and we 
propose a generic hybridization scheme that we test on this real-world applica-
tion. The principle of this Branch and Move approach is to use the support of 
the main global constraint of the problem as a guide for the branching strategy. 
The accuracy of this oracle is enhanced by local search improvements of this 
support tuple at each node of the search tree.  

1. Introduction 

Constraint propagation is based on infeasible values. The filtering algorithm of a 
constraint aims at removing infeasible values from the domain of its variables, i.e. 
values belonging to no tuple of the relation consistent with current domains. When all 
such inconsistent values are detected, the algorithm is said to be complete. In the past 
few years, in order to perform more accurate filtering on rich n-ary constraints, sev-
eral global filtering algorithms have been developed usually based on OR polynomial 
algorithms. Most of these global constraints maintain a feasible tuple consistent with 
current domains of variables. When no such support tuple exists, the constraint fails 
(detects a contradiction), otherwise it is used by the filtering algorithm. For instance 
the reference matching of the AllDifferent constraints [1] ensure the feasibility of the 
constraint, and the strongly connected component decomposition based on this 
matching offers complete filtering. As more and more CP models are centred on a 
few number of global constraints (often one), the central role played by global con-
straints points out the relevancy of considering their support. For instance constrained 
TSP, constrained Knapsack problems and constrained flow problems can be respec-
tively modelled with (in addition to problem specific constraints) TSP constraints [2] 
[21], Knapsack constraints [3,4] or flow constraints [5,6].  

For such problems where a principal global constraint can be identified, we pro-
pose a support-guided branching scheme and an associated cooperation between 
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Constraint Programming and Local Search. We name this procedure Branch and 
Move and expose it in section 2, after the introduction of some definitions. In section 
3 we introduce the (NP-hard) TV-Break Packing problem whose main constraint is a 
flow. We illustrate our approach on this example and bring computational results 
demonstrating its efficiency in this context. Finally section 4 is dedicated to an analy-
sis of the presented cooperation paradigm from a more general point of view, includ-
ing comparison with related work and perspectives of other possible applications.  

2. The Branch and Move Algorithm 

2.1. Definitions 

Given K an ordered set and D = D1× D2×… Dn with Di⊆ K for all i∈[1,n] (do-
mains), we define the following objects: 
1. Constraint1: a constraint R is a relation on Kn (R ⊆ Kn).  
2. Support set: the support set of relation R on D is supp(R,D) = R∩D. Omitting D, 

we will note the support set of a constraint R as supp(R)=supp(R,D) with D equal 
to current domains. 

3. Support tuple: a support of R is a tuple x∈supp(R) 
4. Constraint Satisfaction Problem: A constraint satisfaction problem on D is a 

collection of constraints P={R1,R2….Rm} on Kn. 
5. Solutions: Solutions of P are sol(P)= R1∩ R2∩ .. Rm∩D. 
6. Unhappiness: With δK a distance on K, we define the unhappiness ∆(R,x) of con-

straint R with respect to tuple x∈Kn as the L1 distance from x to the current support 
set of R. 
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Note that ∆(R,x) equals 0 if x∈supp(R) and +∞ if supp(R)=∅. This unhappiness 
literally measures the distance to feasibility of a tuple x for constraint R.  
7. Corrective decision: A corrective decision for an unhappy pair R,x with ∆(R,x)>0 

is a constraint A such that x∉A and A∩supp(R,D)≠∅. In other words it is a con-
straint discarding x whilst consistent with R. A non-empty support for R is suffi-
cient to ensure its existence.   

8. Neighbourhood: A neighbourhood structure for R is a function NR,D associating to 
each support tuple x of R a subset NR,D(x) ⊂ supp(R,D) such that x∈ NR,D(x).  

9. Selection: A function move defined on supp(R,D) is a selection function for 
neighbourhood NR,D  if and only if move(x) ∈ NR,D(x).  

10.Improvement: Given a strict order < on Kn, move is an improving selection func-
tion if and only if ∀ x, move(x)= x ∨ move(x) < x. For instance the happiness order 

                                                           
1 Without loss of generality we extend constraints of smaller arity to relations on Kn. 
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<P defined by x <P y ⇔ ∑R∈P∆(R,x) <  ∑R∈P∆(R,y) is a strict order on Kn
. For opti-

mization problems a second criteria based on the objective function can be added. 
11. Descent: A descent from x ∈ supp(R,D) is the iteration of an improving selection 

function move until a fix point is reached2:  
descent(x)  while (move(x) ≠ x) x := move(x), return x 

 
Example with relations on Kn ={0,1,2}2: 
•   D1=D2={0,1}, R={(0,0),(0,1),(1,0),(2,2)},. 
•   The support set of R is supp(R,D)=R∩(D1×D2) = {(0,0),(0,1),(1,0)} 
•   (0,1) is a support of R (among the three possible ones). 
•    With R’={(0,0),(1,1),(2,2)} a second relation on {0,1,2}2, solutions of prob-

lem P={R,R’} are sol(P)= R∩R’∩(D1×D2)={(0,0)}. 
•   The unhappiness of R with respect to tuple (1,1) is ∆(R,(1,1))=1 because the 

closest support is (0,1)∈supp(R,D) and δ((0,1),(1,1))=1. 
•   A possible corrective decision for pair R,(1,1) is A={(0,x) ∀ x} since 

(1,1)∉A and A∩supp(R,D)={(0,0),(0,1)}≠∅.   
•      A possible neighbourhood for R is NR,D: (x,y) → {(x,0),(0,y),(x,y)}.  
•   For this simple neighbourhood, move: (x,y) → (0,0) is a possible selection 

function since (0,0) belongs to the neighbourhood of any tuple of supp(R,D).   
•   

                                                          

This selection function is strictly improving with respect to the happiness or-
der <P, since (0,0) is the only solution of P.  

2.2. Branching strategy an local search improvements 

Let R0 be the main global constraint of a problem P and x an element of its sup-
port. If the unhappiness of x with respect to all other constraints is null (∀R∈P, 
∆(R,x)=0) then x is a solution of P. Otherwise we decide to select the most unhappy 
constraint and to branch on an associated corrective decision. More precisely we 
select R maximizing ∆(R,x) and A a corrective decision for R,x. Then we successively 
consider sub problems P∪A and P∪Ā, with Ā=Kn-A (complementary decision). In 
order to make this branching strategy more efficient, the global appropriateness of the 
support tuple x is improved by local search before each choice: according to a 
neighbourhood structure suitable for constraint R0, a descent procedure is applied on 
x. The resulting Branch and Move algorithm reads as follows: 

 
2 such a fix point is necessary reached since Kn is finite and <P is a strict order. 
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solve(P) // returns true if P is feasible, false otherwise
if not(propagate(P)) return false, // constraints propagation, returns false in case of inconsistency
else 

let x := descent(getSupport(R0)),                   // improvement of the support tuple of R0 by local search
Rmax := argmax{∆(R,x), R∈P}  in // selection of the most unhappy constraint w.r.t. x

(if (∆(Rmax,x) = 0) return true                  // if x satisfies all constraints it is a solution of P
else 

let A = selectCorrective(Rmax,x) in // selection of a corrective decision for Rmax
return (solve(P∪A) or solve(P∪Ā)) // recursive exploration

 
Fig. 1. The Branch and Move algorithm 

For the sake of readability, we will first apply this algorithm (section 3) before ex-
posing its advantages and underlying motivations (section 4). 

3. A TV Application as Illustration 

3.1. Description 

In a TV channel week there is a fixed number of TV breaks. Each TV break is 
characterized by its forecasted audience and by the number of advertisement mes-
sages it can contain (all messages having equal duration).  

Instead of selling these messages3 one by one, the marketing department of the TV 
channel wants to prepare several packages of messages. For each package they define 
its price, size (number of messages) and “shape”. This shape is a hierarchical time-
zones decomposition of the week (week-end, prime-time, etc…) with minimum and 
maximum number of messages on each zone. Each package is also assigned an audi-
ence requirement i.e. a minimum total number of spectators (sum of forecasted audi-
ences). Finally no package can have two messages in the same TV break. 

 
The TV breaks packing problem (TVBP) consists in building all these packages, 

satisfying all size and shape constraints and maximizing the total revenue of those 
fulfilling their audience requirement.  

 
With n the number of packages and m the number of TV breaks, we note qi,ri and 

gi the size, audience requirement and price of package i and cj and aj the capacity and 
audience of TV break j. There are pi time-zones for package i, such that two different 
zones (subsets of TV breaks) are either non-overlapping or included in each other . 
Finally qi,k

min and  qi,k
max are the minimum and maximum number of messages in the 

kth time-zone of package i . 

(3)

(2)

                                                           
3 What we call “message” is a slot of 30 seconds during which an advertisement can be broad-

casted. 
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  Xi→j equals 1 when a message of package i will be broadcasted during TV break j 
(0 otherwise). Yi equals 1 if and only if package i contacts the required number of 
spectators. 

 
NAME: TV-BREAKS PACKING PROBLEM  
INSTANCE: Two integers n and m. Six vectors of non-negative integers q,p,r,g of 

length n and c,a of length m. n collections of triplets {(zi,k,qi,k
min, qi,k

max) | k ∈[1,pi]}, 
such that 

max
,
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OBJECTIVE: Find  X:[1,n]×[1,m]→{0,1} and Y:[1,n]→{0,1}  such that 
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The capacity of each TV-break cannot be exceeded . Each package must have 
the correct size (4 nd satisfy shape constraints (6). hen a package fulfil its audi-
ence requirement its Yi variable can be set to 1 in equation (7) and its price gi can be 
added to the objective function (8). In the Weighted-CSP terminology we would say 
that audience requirements are soft constraints with weights gi.  

As proven in annex, this problem is NP-hard in the strong sense as a generalization 
of 3-PARTITION. 

3.2. CP model: a “softly constrained” flow problem 

Thanks to property , equations ,  and  (namely size, capacity and shape 
constraints) can be modelled by a single flow constraint on the following graph, illus-
trated in . Fig. 2
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Pack 4

Monday 7h6

Sunday 23h153
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Sunday 20h404

Sunday 21h204
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210000

160000

215000
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Fig. 2. Flow model 

Each package i is a source node for qi units of flow. One node is also associated to 
each time-zone zi,k with a single incoming arc of minimum and maximum capacities 
qi,k

min and qi,k
max. The origin of this arc is the node representing the smallest zone 

containing zi,k if any, or the ith  source node otherwise. The uniqueness of this incom-
ing arc is ensured by . Leaves of the resulting trees are linked with nodes repre-
senting contained TV breaks by arcs of capacity 1. Each of these TV break nodes has 
a single outgoing arc of capacity ci toward a common sink. Note that this flow model 
allows determining the feasibility of the problem in polynomial time. 

(3)

 Concerning audience constraints (7): a linear constraint would be semantically 
sufficient but would poorly interact with (4). For instance if m=5, a=[30,11,6,4,1] and 
q1=2, the initial upper bound of r1Y1 would be 30+11+6+4+1=52. Therefore we intro-
duce a complete filtering algorithm instead, detecting the exact upper bound and 
necessary or impossible leaves. For instance the best upper bound in our example is 
30+11=41. Besides event r1Y1≥20 triggers X1→1=1. This global constraint (selection 
of the q best objects among m) is similar to the one described in [4] for 0-1 knapsack 
constraints, without the difficulty of considering the last critical item (since all objects 
have equal sizes). The amortized complexity of this cost-based filtering equals the 
number of involved 0-1 variables. 

3.3. Combining local search and constraint programming to solve TVBP 

In this section we apply the Branch and Move algorithm designed in section 2.2, 
using the support tuple of the flow constraint, since it encompasses all decisions vari-
ables of the problem: once flow variables are set, setting Yi to their resulting upper 
bounds (if consistent) leads to a feasible (but not necessary optimal) solution. 
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3.3.1. Local moves 
Our improvement process is based on 1-opt and 2-opt moves. The support flow 

gives a certain number of spectators to each package. Some packages receive more 
spectators than their objective, others not. Thus we try to give good TV breaks (i.e. 
those with many spectators) to non satisfied packages possibly through exchanges 
with satisfied packages. For i≤n, we note Γi the number of spectators granted to pack-
age i in the support flow. When Γi < gi , the unhappiness of the ith audience constraint 
with respect to the support flow is gi-Γi.  

Given package i and TV-breaks α and β, we name 1-opt the following modifica-
tion of the support flow. Remove one unit of flow on the path from source i to node α 
and add one unit of flow on the path from souce i to node β. This move is feasible if 
the obtained flow still respects capacities. It is an improving move if Γi < gi (before 
the move) and aβ > aα, that is to say if it decreases the unhappiness of package i. 

Given packages i and j and TV-breaks α and β, we name 2-opt the following 
modification of the support flow. Remove one unit of flow on paths from source i to 
node α and from source j to node β; add one unit of flow on the path from source i to 
node β and from source j to node α. This move is feasible if the obtained flow still 
respects capacities. It is an improving move if Γi < gi (before the move), aβ > aα and 
Γj - gj > aβ - aα, that is to say if it decreases the unhappiness of package i whilst pack-
age j remains satisfied. 

 

α

β

α

β

ri

rj

ri

1-opt 2-opt
 

Fig. 3. Local moves 

Fig. 3

Both 1-opt and 2-opt moves can be specified to the flow constraint as a list of arcs 
forming a cycle in the non-directed graph. Scanning the cycle in the direction of the 
first arc, one unit of flow is added or removed to arcs depending on their direction, 
checking on the fly that capacities remain respected. This API is available in 
CHOCO’s flow constraint, with an additional parameter for the desired amount of 
circulating flow. It defines a neighborhood structure for the flow constraint. Cycles 
for 1-opt and 2-opt moves are illustrated on , with one unit of flow removed on 
dotted arcs and added on others. 
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3.3.2. Descent and branching strategies 
Only improving moves are performed, starting with the pass of 1-opt moves. Pack-

ages with the largest negative Γi - gi (closest to 0) are served first. Symmetrically, 
packages with the largest positive Γi - gi are “robbed” first4 during the 2-opt pass.  

At each node of the search tree, this local search descent is performed and the re-
sulting support flow is evaluated, summing the prices of satisfied packages 
(Γi - gi ≥ 0). If this evaluation is greater than the current best, this solution is regis-
tered. Then the least unsatisfied package is considered. Values 1 and 0 are succes-
sively tried for variable Xi→j, where j is the best TV-break not given to package i in 
the support flow. Note that Xi→j=1 is a corrective decision for the audience constraint 
of package i. However this constraint is not the most unhappy as suggested in 2.2 
since in this WCSP context we prefer to fulfill one constraint rather than decreasing 
the unhappiness of two constraints.   

3.4. Computational results 

In the following table we compare our algorithm with other approaches5. The CP 
column gives results obtained with model 3.2 by a tree search tending to give the best 
possible TV-break to the least unsatisfied package (at each node). Solutions LS are 
obtained by pure local search, applying our greedy descent with the initial support 
flow as starting point. An additional MIP column gives results of a MIP approach 
combining a linear program with a greedy rounding strategy directed by the continu-
ous relaxation. Last column is our Branch and Move combination of local search and 
propagation (BM). Obtained objective values are converted into percentage of ∑gi 
and underlined when the optimality is proved (in less than 300s). 

Table 1. Comparative results  

Problem ∑
≤ni

iq
 

n m CP LS MIP BM 

A1 64 4 208 93.1% 62.3% 48.4% 93.1% 
A2 544 37 414 64.0% 76.2% 89.1% 99.2% 
A3 1224 73 458 63.8% 75.3% 88.5% 97.2% 
A4 1492 84 456 59.4% 80.1% 94.2% 99.7% 
B1 85 8 167 89.1% 76.1% 18.1% 89.1% 
B2 262 16 167 62.4% 70.1% 96.8% 92.5% 
B3 325 21 172 52.1% 64.4% 83.5% 97.2% 
B4 448 21 170 55.7% 69.4% 86.1% 96.2% 
C1 68 4 157 48.4% 3.7% 64.2% 80.5% 
C2 108 7 180 57.7% 42.6% 86.2% 88.4% 
C3 457 31 218 65.4% 66.5% 94.1% 97.1% 
C4 809 50 219 55.8% 71.3% 94.5% 93.8% 
D1 138 13 286 86.6% 65.3% 20.8% 86.6% 
D2 691 52 286 47.4% 64.8% 90.4% 95.7% 
D3 810 56 286 51.5% 75.3% 90.9% 96.3% 

                                                           
4  Packages whose audience constraints cannot be satisfied (Yi = 0) are treated as if their audi-

ence objective was null (gi = 0). A third pass is also added to distribute spectators from the 
most unsatisfied packages to the least unsatisfied ones.  

5 The considered benchmark is available on demand from tbenoist@bouygues.com 
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D4 916 63 286 52.3% 68.7% 89.9% 96.6% 
E1 159 16 224 69.5% 89.3% 17.1% 89.3% 
E2 902 96 291 60.0% 64.3% 80.6% 96.2% 
E3 983 99 291 61.5% 72.1% 87.0% 91.3% 
E4 1082 100 291 63.4% 69.2% 89.0% 93.7% 
CPU  (Av ime fo  soluterage t r best ion)  13s 0.1s 30s 13s 

Finall ed o ow support and to our branching 
str

4. Analysis, Related Work and Perspectives 

Two main families CP/LS of hybrids are described in the literature [8,9]: CP can 
be

4.1. Interaction with the constraint support 

Constraints supports are rarely used. A practical reason for this is that no standard 
CP

                                                          

y, thanks to local search perform n the fl
ategy, very good solutions are found very quickly. Besides, the focus on critical 

packages (remaining non-satisfied after the LS pass) seems to be a very good first-fail 
heuristic: the resulting decrease of the number of nodes allows completing the search 
on some of the smallest instances. 

 

 used within LS to speed up the exploration of the neighborhood, or LS can be used 
in a CP search tree either on leaves or internal nodes. Concerning applications of LS 
on internal nodes, its goal is generally to modify the values of already instantiated 
variables what can be interpreted as a jump form the current node to a more promis-
ing node of equal depth. The originality of our approach is that, constrained by in-
stantiated variables, we try to find a good assignment of remaining variables, starting 
from the constraint support tuple and navigating inside the constraint support set. 
This improvement process is completely non-destructive: it has no impact at all on 
current domains since only the support tuple is modified. Instead of jumping to an-
other node we explore the leaves of the current node sub tree. More precisely we 
explore the neighborhood of the (possibly infeasible) leaf that would be reached by 
instantiating remaining variables to their value in the support tuple. Pointing at such a 
leaf from each node of the search tree can be seen as “long distance look ahead”. 

 solver provides APIs to read or modify global constraint support. To our knowl-
edge CHOCO’s Flow constraint was the first to give access to its internal reference 
flow, used as an oracle in [6]. However the support tuple maintained by a global 
constraint can be nearly6 any element of the constraint support set, whereas some 
tuple may be much closer to global feasibility than others. Since modifying the sup-
port tuple of a global constraint is generally much easier than finding one, we pro-
posed in section 2.1 to attach a neighborhood structure to global constraints. Moving 

 
6 Optimization constraints [4] often maintain an optimal support with respect to the underlying 

constraint “objective”. For instance the support maintained by a MaxFlow constraint is one 
of feasible maximal flows. It shall be noted that such supports are likely to be excellent 
guide to a globally optimal solution when the constraint objective is (part of) the global ob-
jective. 
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from one matching to another (AllDifferent constraints) is just exchanging two arcs, 
possibly of equal weight if an optimality criterion has to be maintained. Likewise, 
modifying a feasible or maximal flow requires no knowledge of flow algorithms 
literature (section 3.3.1). Besides, while keeping internal sophisticated OR algorithms 
in the global constraint black box, constraint programmers can offer safe7 APIs mak-
ing these modifications even simpler. Finally, a nice behavior of global constraints is 
that these local modifications will never be questioned without reason, because reac-
tion to propagation events usually implements a lazy policy.  

This ability to modify the support tuple selected by a global constraint can be 
pla

4.2. Use of the improved support tuple 

Using solutions of an external collaborating solver to guide the branching strategy 
is 

ocess can be seen as the systematic explora-
tio

                                                          

ced in the service of a problem specific improvement algorithm. Within such a 
neighborhood a descent strategy can be designed in order to get a constraint support 
closer to the solution set of the overall problem (section 3.3.2). Such an oracle can 
avoid wasting time in a costly sub tree searching for a solution laying just a few 
moves far from current support tuple, or trying the ensure the satisfaction of con-
straints that are consistent with a nearby support tuple. The latter case points out that 
the improvement process helps identifying critical zones: constraints remaining un-
happy with the obtained support (“resisting to local moves”) may be the most critical 
ones. 

a classical hybridization pattern [7]. In our case, these solutions are provided by the 
internal filtering algorithm of the main global constraint of the problem, and im-
proved by local search. As explained in section 2.2, whenever this support tuple satis-
fies all other constraints, it is a valid solution. In order to reach this desired situation, 
the branching strategy we designed and tested on the TV-Break Packing problem 
focuses on the most critical constraints, that is to say those remaining unhappy with 
the improved support (“resisting to local moves”). A promising corrective decision is 
selected to decrease one of these unhappiness values. This approach is directly in-
spired from what is done in a MIP branch and bound when a continuous solution is 
found: a violated integrality constraint is selected, and a decision is taken to bring the 
simplex to modify this best continuous solution accordingly. Another strategy previ-
ously used in [6] consists in favoring the global constraint support: its weakness is it 
relies on other constraints propagation to cause support modifications instead of di-
rectly focusing on corrective decisions. 

From LS point of view, the whole pr
n of the support set of the main global constraint. In this context, the initial 

improvement process is a standard greedy descent starting from the support tuple. 
Now the local optimum escaping strategy significantly differs from tabu or simulated 
annealing paradigms. Instead of changing the solution by non-improving moves, the 
landscape itself is modified thanks to a corrective decision. The propagation of this 
decision removes many tuples from the landscape, including the current one. The 
filtering algorithm computes a new support tuple close to the discarded one. Then a 

 
7 Making sure that no invalid modification is accidentally performed. 
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new greedy descent is applied from this new starting point to reach the closest local 
optimum in this new filtered landscape. Since these decisions are embedded in a CP 
search tree, a complete enumeration of possible landscapes is performed yielding to 
an exact local search algorithm. When such a complete enumeration would be too 
costly, the CP framework gives us the opportunity to use well-tried partial tree search 
techniques developed in the last decade. Restricted Candidate Lists, discrepancy 
based search, credit search, barrier limit, etc… are likely to guide the enumeration 
through a diversified set of promising landscapes [8].   

4.3. Related work 

A technique making a similar use of local search in a search tree has been recently 
int

cerning landscape modification, it is the key principle of Variable Neighbor-
ho

evious section an exact search using local modifications at each 
no

4.4. Perspectives 

In this paper we have presented the Branch and Move algorithm and obtained 
pr

ts hold on most decisions variables, only one can be 
us

roduced in linear programming. The principle of Relaxation Induced Neighbor-
hood Search [10] is to perform local search iterations at nodes of the branch and 
bound: each variable currently taking the integer value it took in the current best 
solution is fixed to this value, this restricted neighborhood (polyhedron) is quickly 
explored by the MIP solver, and then the branch and bound continues normally. The 
Branch and Greed algorithm [11] is also based on heuristic computations at each 
node. 

Con
od Search [12]. However instead of changing the type of movements we chose to 

take constraining decisions. It could be interpreted as a change of the fitness function 
associating huge penalties to tuple that are not consistent with the new instantiation 
(landscape filtering). 

As noticed in the pr
de is described. Very few exact local search algorithms have been developed yet. 

Some have been designed for 3-satisfiability, yielding to the fastest known determi-
nistic algorithm, whose complexity is O(1.4802n). Their key component is a de-
randomized choice of successive starting points for a local search algorithm, in order 
to ensure a complete covering of the search space [13].  Another remarkable example 
is the Path-Repair algorithm, which can be made complete using a constraint explana-
tion pool of polynomial size [14]. CP exploration of the neighborhood [15] can also 
be turned into an exact algorithm making this neighborhood as large as the whole 
search space. 

omising results on the TV-Break Packing problem. When one main global 
constraint can be identified for a problem, we observed that improving its support by 
local search at each node of the search tree allows focusing on critical constraints and 
attaining good solutions rapidly. 

When several global constrain
ed as main constraint R0 (section 2.2). An alternative to this selection could consist 

in synchronizing the support tuples of several constraints, possibly through Lagran-
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gian decomposition. For each variable Vi involved in constraints c1,c2…cδ suggesting 
values v1….vδ (with δ the degree of the variable), and for (at least δ-1) pairs p≠q in 
[1,δ]2, a Lagrange multiplier λp,q would be associated to equality vp= vq. It may pro-
vide both nearly synchronized support tuples and a bound of the global objective. 

In addition to the TVBP problem illustrating the relevancy of our hybridization 
sc
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ANNEX 

Proposition. GENERALIZED 3-PARTITION  is NP-hard in the strong sense. 
Proof. Let us consider the NP-complete 3-PARTITION problem [20]. 
INSTANCE: A finite set X of 3n positively weighted elements such that: 

2
3)(4

3],3,1[ wiwwni <<∈∀  (9) 

(9)

where w(i) is the weight of the ith item and w  is the average weight. 
QUESTION: Can X be partitioned into n disjoint subsets of equal weight w3 ? (note 

that equation  enforces these subsets to contain exactly three elements). 
 
With any instance of 3-PARTITION, it is possible to associate an instance of TVBP 

by the following polynomial transformation. 
•  m=3n,  
•  ∀ i≤n qi=3,ri= w3 , pi=0, gi=1, 
•  ∀ j≤3n cj=1, aj=w(j),  

The original 3-PARTITION instance is feasible if and only if the optimum of the as-
sociated TVBP instance is n.  
 

 


